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In Cop Knowledge, Christopher P. Wilson
takes on the job of linking cultural theory to
the history of policing in the twentieth-century United States. A professor of English and
American studies, Wilson has reached across
academic disciplines to understand how
postindustrial Americans have understood the

role of police in society, how police articulate
professionalism and ethics, and how stories
about policing create a cultural apparatus that
shapes judicial outcomes. These stories, which
constitute "cop knowledge," circulate among
the cultural producers, subjects, and audiences
Wilson examines: policy makers, beat cops,
journalists and other mass culture producers,
and social scientists. Stories police tell about
themselves, he argues, "play off of and feed

back from media formations, becom[ing] not
separate from the everyday routines of police

work, but actually encoded in them."
Following newer scholarship on crime that
links cultural production to political knowledge, Wilson explores most closely the genres

that make the greatest claims to truth: social
science, journalism, police procedural fiction,
and true crime nonfiction. Police stories express, he argues, a residual populism in which
a white, ethnic, working-class hero is both the
engine of reform and the victim of reformers.
After an excellent introduction that surveys

the different academic approaches that have
been authoritative in explaining police power,
individual chapters skip to suggestive moments of police reform in which new genres
emerge to tell the story: Stephen Crane's public defense of a woman accused of prostitution; the emergence of the police procedural as
a literary and film genre; the former cop Joseph Wambaugh's fiction; late-twentieth-century "true crime" journalism; and the role of
newspaper coverage of gang violence in creating an authoritative "community voice" that
lends legitimacy to what might otherwise be
arbitrary choices about guilt and innocence.
This book is ambitious; two themes should
spark new research among many historians
and dismay among others wedded to more
traditional intellectual models. One is that political history does not exist outside of the cultural apparatuses that frame knowledge for
any given period. Wilson entertains great
skepticism about two major sources of evi-

dence-participatory research and crime statistics-arguing, correctly in my view, that
journalists and academics need to remember
that "faulty assumptions about 'real' crime or
policing can arise while unknowingly invoking the knowledge constituted by the police
themselves." Asserting that the twentieth century began and ended with the same ideacommunity authority embodied by the beat
cop-he also makes a persuasive argument
that similar stories recur in different disguises.
In other words, the history of police reform
would not represent change over time as historians have understood that concept, and all socalled reforms should be understood as similar
attempts by the state to reinforce old class and
race hierarchies with increasingly less visible
technologies. In addition to being a pleasure
to read, Cop Knowledge is suggestive; Wilson
has opened up important new possibilities for
studying both policemen and criminals.
Claire Bond Potter
Wesleyan University
Middletown, Connecticut

Hard-Boiled: Working-Class Readers and Pulp
Magazines. By Erin A. Smith. (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 2000. xiv, 215 pp.
Cloth, $64.50, ISBN 1-56639-768-5. Paper,
$19.95, ISBN 1-56639-769-3.)

Erin A. Smith has produced an informative
account of how hard-boiled detective fiction
both reflected and compensated for the gen-

der, class, and racial anxieties of its white,
male, and working-class readership in the period between the wars. Examining little-known contributors to pulp magazines
such as Black Mask as well as canonical writers
in the genre such as Erle Stanley Gardner,
Dashiell Hammett, and Raymond Chandler
and deploying a theoretical apparatus drawn
from Michel de Certeau, Judith Butler, Pierre
Bourdieu, and David Roediger, Smith makes
various inferences about that readership.
Not only did detective pulp fiction present
heroes marked by physical prowess, fluid
movement between classes, and control over
their conditions of work; the accompanying
advertisements offered commodities-from
clothing to vocabulary lessons to courses in
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